Tap-A-Draft
Three 6 liter bottles hold
4.75 gallons of beer
VIRTUALLY all of a 5 gallon
batch. 4.75 ≠ 5
Made of food grade PET
plastic.

Party Pig

BeerBox™

Mini Keg Injector System

Home Beverage System

A 2.25 gallon reusable
container. (4.5 ≠ 5)

Two 2.75 gallon reusable containers hold
an entire 5 gallon batch with head space.

Holds 2.5 gallons per mini keg.

Holds 5 gallons per container
AND requires large CO2 tank

Made of food grade PET
plastic.

Made of sturdy, food grade HDPE plastic.

Made like traditional kegs with
stainless steel. Made in Italy.

Made like traditional kegs with
stainless steel.

(Some lower quality Chinese clones
are also now available.)

Lays on its side and must
have tap attached to
maintain stability (not roll).

Fits in a standard
refrigerator.

Difficult to carry without the
additional $54.90 carry bag.

Molded “legs” stabilize
round container.

Average retail price
$76.49

Average retail price (X2)
$94.80

(inc. repair kit)

(Includes starter kit plus basic)

9.625” high x 15.9” deep x 6.5 wide.
Designed to fit on the shelf of a standard
refrigerator or in a cooler. CO2 cartridge
fits in recessed area.
Ergonomic handle integrated into the
design for easy carrying.

9” wide and approximately 17”
high. CO2 cartridge is not within
the profile.

5 gallon kegs require 26” high.

Difficult to carry with small
metal handles.

Difficult to carry and hard to
keep cool without a trash can
filled with ice or a kegerator.

Price per kit
$199.90

Average retail price (x2)
$309.98

(2 units, 20 CO2 cartridges)

Average retail price
$334.98
(new, not used with CO2 tank

& gauges}
No label option

No label option

Flat front section above faucet to place
label. (easily fits a 4”x4” label)

Labels available but not visible in Labels available but not visible
a barrel of ice.
in a barrel of ice. Can get
customized tap handles.

www.sturmanbg.com/tap-adraft/purchase

Source: partypig.com
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